**OUR NAME**

“WHRO Public Media” is the official company name primarily displayed in address blocks, corporate materials, press releases and articles. WHRO Public Media should always be displayed with “WHRO” in all caps and “Public Media” using upper and lowercase letters. “WHRO” is the company’s casual name and can be used “conversationally” in text or headings and should always be typeset in a single typeface and weight. WHRO should never be emphasized in italics or by applying text styles such as a bolder font.

**OUR CORPORATE LOGO**

Harabara Mais font is the typeface used for all WHRO logos.

```
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
```

Trade Gothic typeface is the corporate typeface and is used for WHRO logos, taglines, media and online. The “PUBLIC MEDIA” tagline should always be displayed in ALL CAPS.

```
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
```

The WHRO Public Media logo consists of the tag, “WHRO PUBLIC MEDIA” in our corporate gray, with the yellow bloom and buds placed above. This is the primary logo that should be used above all others whenever possible.

```
WHRO “Bloom”
```

```
WHRO “Buds”
```

The “Bloom” references the larger shape above WHRO Public Media and other WHRO logos. The “bud” references the smaller shapes usually shown as small groups above the WHRO Public Media and other WHRO logos.
LOGO SPECIFICATIONS - Size and clear space for print media

It is important that the logo has adequate spacing around it. The spacing around the logo in print media on each side should be equal to the X-height of the “w” in “whro”, as illustrated below. The logo should have additional spacing surrounding it when other elements or text are placed near it. Size specifications will change depending on what type of media the logo is being displayed.

WHRO strives to maintain a consistent graphic identity as a major component of communicating the strength and integrity of our brand. These logo guidelines help you use our logo correctly. If you have any questions about the WHRO logo that are not covered in this style guide, please contact the marketing department.

MINIMUM CLEAR SPACE

To protect the strength and integrity of the logo and to maintain visual effectiveness, please keep a clear space around the logo, free of competing visual elements. Do not allow photos, typography, or other graphic elements to intrude into this minimum clear space equal to the x-height of the “w” in whro or a space of 0.25 inches all around, when the logo is scaled at 1 inch wide.

MINIMUM SIZE

The minimum size of the logo should only be used when layout space is limited. The logo should measure no less than 0.50 inch in width. When used at this size the “PUBLIC MEDIA” tag should be dropped.

EXAMPLE
YOU ARE INVITED TO A SPECIAL RECEPTION TO HONOR YOU AND ALL YOUR FELLOW PLEDGE TALENT.

Thursday, January 15th, 2015
6:00-8:00PM

WHRO Public Media
5200 Hampton Blvd.
Norfolk, VA 23508

Kインドly respond to Gail Busby by January 9th, 2015
757.889.9334 • gail.busby@whro.org
The only time the alternate WHRO logo without the “PUBLIC MEDIA” tag displayed should be used is when the minimum size logo is needed. In this case the “PUBLIC MEDIA” would appear illegible and the smaller leaf on the bud may be used for spacing purposes as illustrated above.

ACCEPTABLE COLOR VARIATIONS

The only acceptable color variations of the WHRO corporate logo are shown below. Under no circumstances should the colors be altered to anything outside of the content of this style guide. Please keep in mind the type of media the logo is being placed on and choose the correct colored logo file format (PMS, CMYK, or RGB).

UNACCEPTABLE LOGO VARIATIONS

The logo must never be stretched or distorted. The colors of the logo should never be altered. Text cannot be added to the logo. Blooms and buds cannot be used as a design element within the logo. The logo cannot have a gradient applied or used as outlines.